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In many countries with an
overabundance of motor
vehicles, bicycle lanes
separate bicycle traffic from
motor vehicle traffic, guiding
bicycles on designated
streets or paths and making
their use easier. In these
situations bicycles are often
referred to as mopeds,
motorcycles or motorcycles,
depending on their speed and
the area where they are
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normally ridden. Bicycle Lane
is defined as a portion of a
roadway which is intended for
the exclusive use of bicycles.
These lanes are sometimes
also referred to as “cycle
tracks” or “cycle paths”.
Under some jurisdictions
bicycles must be driven in the
bicycle lane. Under some
jurisdictions, bicycles need
not be driven in bicycle lanes.
Bike lanes are typically
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marked by either a white line
on the road (called a “marker
line”) or a strip of nonmarking pavement (called a
“shoulder line”). They are
usually marked with a white
line. It is the responsibility of
the bike driver to be aware of
bicycles in close proximity. If
the bike driver is unable to
avoid an accident it is the
driver's responsibility to do
everything possible to avoid
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injury to himself or the
cyclist. In the event the driver
sees the cyclist and realizes
the crash is imminent, the
driver should apply his brakes
and slow to a stop as quickly
as possible. In any event, a
driver must pull over and
leave the road if the accident
appears unavoidable. If the
driver of the car chooses to
disregard the obvious risk of
an imminent head-on crash,
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it is the driver's responsibility
to swerve to avoid the
collision. In the event the
driver chooses to cross the
center line to make contact
with the cyclist it is the
driver's responsibility to use
his or her brakes as soon as
reasonably possible to stop
the car. In the event of
swerving to avoid a collision,
the driver should swerve in a
careful manner and not a
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hazardous manner or to a
reckless rate of speed. If the
driver elects not to swerve or
apply his or her brakes, the
driver must exercise due care
and caution to avoid a
collision and impact. In the
event the driver chooses to
disregard the obvious risk of
a collision and impact it is the
driver's responsibility to use
his or her brakes as soon as
reasonably possible to stop
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the car. In the event of
swerving to avoid a collision,
the driver should swerve in a
careful manner and not a
hazardous manner or to a
reckless rate of speed. If the
driver elects not to swerve or
apply his or her brakes, the
driver must exercise due care
and caution to avoid a
collision and impact. In the
event the driver chooses to
disregard the obvious risk of
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a collision and impact it is the
driver's responsibility to use
his or her brakes as soon as
reasonably possible to stop
the car. In the event the
driver elects not to swerve or
apply his or her brakes, the
driver must exercise due care
and caution to avoid a
collision and impact.
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Albemarle County is home to
the area’s only rail stations,
Ballston and Mclean,
providing convenient access
to much of the County. These
stations are located at the
intersection of Route 286 and
Route 123. Both stations offer
free parking, elevator access,
and bicycle lockers. Other
services available at these
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stations include the
convenience of free parking
meters and pay phones. An
all-electric bicycle has a
smaller engine than a motor
bike but it is otherwise similar
with a small electric motor
attached to the rear wheel,
and an electric battery pack
on the front hub. This type of
bicycle is often ridden for
recreation and commuting.
Sometimes a large flat-
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surface moving vehicle is
called a truck. This is the
correct usage in most parts of
the world, while its use in the
United States is restricted to
the livestock trade. In the
United States, the term is
also used to refer to a type of
non-highway vehicle with a
track, which is similar to a
motorcycle and is sometimes
considered a motorcycle. In
some countries the American
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term truck refers more
specifically to a truck trailer.
Do not try and ride between
parked or stopped motor
vehicles, nor to pass between
more than one motor vehicle
if there are no intervening
spaces. Riders must yield to
vehicles that are changing
lanes within intersections
except when the vehicle is
making a right or left turn.
Drivers must yield to cyclists
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when coming to a stop at an
intersection or when
approaching a stopped
bicycle from the side. Drivers
have the right of way and are
required to exercise that right
when riding. 5ec8ef588b
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